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★ Basic Mathematical operations: + - * / % mod. ★ Logarithms and Exponentials. ★ A full set of Trigonometric
functions. ★ Added Random Number Generators. ★ Equation Editor with syntax highlighting. ★ Variable Counter. ★

Built in on screen help. ★ Screen shots available. ★ Saveable. ★ Beep when a formula is too complex or you enter
something that is not a number. ★ Supports for multiple languages like english, chinese and japanese. If you have any

question or suggestion about our program, please send email to: arnoldkong@gmail.com Wednesday, July 10, 2014
Simple math operations and basic graphing options on a simple calculator.Perfect for students, teachers and anyone else

wanting a simple and fun way to do basic math and graphing. Version Information: Version:1.0.2.0 Features: * The center
number and points from the center number are predefined and does not recalculate when the center number changes. *
The result is saved to a settings file and will be recalled when opened, and whenever the center number changes, the old

setting will be canceled. * Simple UI layout allows full screen mode. * Powerful graphing features: + Powerful basic
graphing functions, includes negative, and isosceles triangle graphing. + Ability to plot a horizontal or vertical line, a

curve, and a hysteresis line. * Advanced graphing options: + Ability to input more than two points. + An option to
calculate the area. + An option to plot a graph over a certain range (including an interval option to set the range): * There

is an option to change the color of the points and the center point. * The expression window allow you to enter a
mathematical expression for graphing. + The expression can be saved in a settings file and recalled. * Screen shots

available. * Saveable * Supports for multiple languages Very simple and fun math operations on a simple
calculator.Perfect for students, teachers and anyone else wanting a simple and fun way to do basic math and graphing.

Version Information: Version:1.0.1.3 Features: * The center number and points from the center number are predefined
and does not recalculate when the center number changes
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ROOT JAVA CALCULATOR One of the greatest features is that a number of interesting forms of the e function are
available in root JAVA CALCULATOR. Thus you can evaluate simple expressions as roots of equations and many other

mathematic operations are available like logarithm, trigonometric functions and their inverse functions, exponents,
factorials and much more. CONNECTED WITH RSA A very useful feature is that you can use your RSA key when

connecting to a remote server. You can also store the connection information in the RSA Environment variables in your
Windows registry so you can use the connection without the need to manually input it every time you use RSA JAVA

CALCULATOR. SCROLL BAR RJ Java Calculator includes its own scroll bar. This allows you to move the position on
the expression easily. TYPING You can also use the keyboard keys to select the elements of your expression. More keys

are available to navigate through the expression or change the expression's cursor. The cursor changes automatically when
the user presses the enter or calculates the expression. Keyboard key function: Left/Right: navigate to the left or right of

the expression Double click: to insert the expression into the expression's box. When using the cursor the number you
press the a, to switch from expression mode to the text mode , to switch from expression mode to the text mode A: to
focus or select the current expression (default behavior of cursor) : to focus or select the current expression (default

behavior of cursor) B: to insert a new expression into the current expression : to insert a new expression into the current
expression Backspace: to delete the last character/expression on the current line Backspace: to delete the last

character/expression on the current line Z: to show the value of the current expression Shift+Z: to show the decimal part
of the current expression Alt+Z: to show the integer part of the current expression Alt+N: to change to the next element

in the expression Alt+P: to change to the previous element in the expression Alt+Up: to move to the previous line
Alt+Left: to move to the next line Alt+Right: to move to the previous line Ctrl+Up: to move to the previous window

Ctrl+Left: 6a5afdab4c
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Your scientific calculator with the most available statistics and random number generators with an extensible formula
engine. In addition to several built-in functions, RJ Calculator offers about 50 additional functions that allow you to find
many common mathematical operations. RJ Calculator Program: RJ Calculator Windows Build In Programs: RJ
Calculator Support: - Submit a bug: - Help forum: - English and Spanish support * Please note that this is still a
developing project. I hope that you enjoy it. Get it on google play: ★ This app is unofficial. It is not affiliated with the
original application or developer in any way. ★ RJCalculator is a free calculator,with more than 1500 common
formulae.If this app helps you,please buy a licensed version of formula loader. ★ If you would like to leave a review or
comment on the app,please visit the developer's site: royalj.sourceforge.net ##Get it on GitHub: * Homepage: *
Filename: rjcalc.apk * Version: 1.0.15 * File size: 28.7 MB * Supported Android version: 2.1 and up * If you liked
RJCalculator, please donate to my Paypal: Royal j calculator 2.0 [NEW] - Calculate: Be sure to rate the app and buy me a
coffee! Royal j calculator 2.0 is the update from royal j calculator 1.0. There is a lot of new features: There is a new
statistics calculator and user can select a background. Function list has been improved. Can't wait to see you use it! ;-)
Royal j calculator 2.0 Description

What's New In?

The RJ Calculator is a simple app to get you started in the world of programming and calculations. ================
=====================================================================================
========= This App is for sale in the Android Market for $1.99, but on my website at =======================
=====================================================================================
== Additional Info RJ Calculator allows you to store a program of expression for later editing. You can just add new
variables, or change expressions into the new one. You can use trigonometric expressions like sin, cos and tan, logarithm
functions like log or log10, and base conversion like base or round, such as: S = [bc]sin [a/2] S = bctan [a/2] S =
[logb[10](a/2)] S = [round(a/2)] You can also change the expressions into more useful ways, such as: S = 2sin[a/2] S =
2cos[a/2] S = [exp(a)] S = [ln[exp(a)]+c] s.t. 1/a = 1.0 ^ | a = 1.0 ^ | S = [ln(a)+c] To do a custom program, you need to
use the RJ Calculator's built in Editor. Just select the type of source code you want to create, paste your source code and
save it into the program editor. After you save the program, press the Reset button to start a blank program. Enter
expressions, variables and functions and press the OK button to start the program. You can also use the Program button to
run a previously saved program. Like any other calculator, you can write a expression in the display and press the
backspace button. To do a sum, multiply or divide, press the [] button and enter the values. You can also enter to
calculator or decimal notation. You can press the Display button to toggle the display on and off. You can press the button
at the bottom left to view a list of the 50 built in trigonometric expressions, logarithm or base conversion functions, or a
list of all the program functions available. RJ Calculator Supported Features: - Calculate with different types of
expressions - 54 built in trigonometric expressions - 7 built in logarithmic functions - 6 built in base conversion functions
- 50
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System Requirements:

Windows® XP, Windows® Vista, Windows® 7, Windows® 8, Windows® 8.1 (64-bit) 2 GB of RAM (32-bit) 2 GB of
RAM (64-bit) Minimum System Requirements: Mac OS X Lion 10.7.3 or later 2 GB of RAM Recommended System
Requirements: 4 GB of RAM Extras: You'll be able to use an
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